THE MOST ADVANCED
VIRTUAL SET SOLUTION

InfinitySet is designed to cope with any
requirement from advanced tracked virtual
sets to inexpensive trackless environments.
With practically infinite cameras and the
industry-first TrackFreeTM technology which
allows combining tracking and trackless
environments for further flexibility, Infinity
Set is the most advanced solution available
today for virtual set production.
InfinitySet can handle multiple input
sources, no matter if they are real cameras
or video feeds, and the resulting scenes
can be as complex as required. In addition,
InfinitySet includes a complete real-time 3D
graphics toolset, allowing for the seamless
integration of 3D objects within the scene,
imported from a variety of third-party
packages and formats.
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HANDSTRACKING AND
FREEWALKING
Our

revolutionary

HandsTracking

technology allows a presenter in a virtual environment to trigger graphics
and animations with the simple movement of their bare hands. Of special
interest is the FreeWalking feature,
which enables talents to freely move
about the green screen theatre. Thanks
to the FreeWalking feature presenters
are allowed to move forward, backwards and sideways even though the
real camera is in a fixed position.
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Color correction to match live sources with virtual elements

VIRTUAL CAMERA CONTROLLER
InfinitySet also features a software-based
production mixer for enhanced production
functionality such as full control of all the
virtual cameras, with non-linear transitions
such as Cut-Fade-Wipes and Flies between
3D

cameras,

plus

controlling

actions

and objects. InfinitySet also features an
optional hardware controller for enhanced
program production, including manual
control of transitions.
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